
      ULTIMATE LEVEL 2: INDIVIDUAL GAME PLAY SKILLS & BASIC TEAM CONCEPTS 

Lesson 9 Pivot/Fake

OBJECTIVE

NEW CONCEPTS
Pivot/Fake throws, Break side throws

COMMENTS

RULES

 Using pivots and fakes to move defenders, open space for the thrower and make throws easier.

When a thrower stands still, the defender has the advantage. By pivoting and faking, the 
thrower can move the defender out of position, or o� balance, thus creating more space 
to throw – perhaps to the area the defender was originally trying to prevent!

A travel call on a completed pass means the disc is returned to the thrower who must return
to the correct pivot point. 

 A “travel” occurs when the thrower fails to keep the established pivot until releasing the disc. 

 An uncontested travel without throwing does not stop play. Instead the stall count is paused,
the thrower returns to the correct pivot point and then the stall count may resume. 

A travel called on an incomplete pass results in a turn over.

1. Review and Preview 5 mins
ACTIVITIES

As defenders have improved their ability to limit o�ence’s options, it becomes important 
that throwers can manipulate defenders in order to create space for their throws and 
thus enable their team to attack.

2. Throwing in Pairs 10 mins

Using full range of throws, encourage pivoting “faking” (pretending to throw but not
 releasing the disc) and maintaining balance at all times. 

3. 3 Person Drill 10 mins

With a defender seemingly blocking the thrower, well timed, and convincing, pivots and 
fakes are necessary to move the defender out of the way and create space to throw. 
The throwers con�dence and determination will also be tested in their e�orts to get 
the disc past the defender.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Forcing



Do not de�ne which side of the line is for which direction. Instead, encourage o�ense to 
react to the defence, then use their cutting and throwing abilities to create space to 
attack as a team. While faking can manipulate the defender on the force, it may also 
a�ect defenders down �eld. Clear faking is also an e�ective way for throwers to 
communicate with receivers as a fake can send a message of “I’m not going to 
throw to you there, cut somewhere else” .

With defence restricting options, the o�ence may need to try attack some of the spaces 
the defence is taking away.

5 mins4. Around Throw to Lateral Cut 15 mins

5. Game - Centre Line 20 mins

FURTHER STUDY

TALKING POINTS
How does a throwers balance e�ect the throwers range and control? 
What makes a fake believable?
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